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This is a direct translation of a Swedish document 
that is intended to create awareness of security in 

process control systems.
There is currently a large volume of recommenda-

tions for how security can be increased in process con-
trol systems. There are also several standardisation ini-
tiatives underway.

The reason for the Swedish Emergency Manage-
ment Agency (SEMA) nonetheless choosing to produce 
a guide for increased security in process control systems 
is that information is lacking in Swedish. This has been 
especially desired by small and medium-sized operators 
of the critical infrastructure. 

SEMA has directly translated the document so that 
it can be distributed to international collaborative part-
ners, primarily the European SCADA and Control Sys-
tems Information Exchange (E-SCSIE). 

E-SCSIE aims for European industry, government 
and research to benefit from the ability to collabo-
rate on a range of common issues, and to focus efforts 
and share resources where appropriate. The outcome 
is a raised level of protection, adopted across Europe’s 
SCADA and process control systems.

Moreover, several of the organisations in the Swed-
ish information exchange forum FIDI-SC (see the next 
section), are active in various parts of Europe and can 
therefore benefit from an English version of the docu-
ment.

This document refers to a number of established 
recommendations and standards. The authors want to 
acknowledge the important work done by all of the 
organisations listed on the reference list of this docu-
ment. For more information, the reader is strongly 
encouraged to consult these sources for a more com-
plete treatment of the subject.

Preface for English version
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Process control systems constitute a critical compo-
nent of the systems that provide us with electricity, 

heating, drinking water, fuel and transports of persons 
and goods. In contrast to administrative IT systems, in 
which information processing in itself is often the final 
goal, disturbances in process control systems can entail 
direct disturbances in the underlying physical processes. 
This can ultimately lead to interruptions in the supply 
of critical societal services.

Today’s process control systems are being made avail-
able via public networks such as the Internet to a pro-
gressively higher degree. They are increasingly based on 
the same technology used in common IT systems and 
are being integrated with administrative IT systems. 
Consequently, this trend entails a radically altered risk 
situation. 

The Swedish Emergency Management Agen-
cy (SEMA) has conducted the FIDI-SC forum for 
increased security in digital control systems since 2005. 
The group’s work is based on a model for trust-based 
information sharing developed by the British author-
ity CPNI (Centre for the Protection of National Infra-
structure). 

Representatives for several sectors that use process 
control systems meet regularly to share information and 

exchange experiences. The following organisations pres-
ently participate in FIDI-SC: Banverket (Swedish Rail 
Administration), E.ON AB, Fortum AB, SEMA, Nor-
rvatten, Preem Petroleum AB, Stockholm Transport 
(SL), Stockholm Vatten AB, Affärsverket Svenska Kraft-
nät (SvK), the Swedish Security Service and Vattenfall 
AB.

The purpose of this document is to increase aware-
ness of the need for increased security in process control 
systems. The recommendations provided here are sup-
ported by the members of FIDI-SC, and work with the 
document has been significantly facilitated by the gen-
erous assistance obtained from the forum’s members. 

Guide to Increased Security in Process Control Sys-
tems for Critical Societal Functions has been prepared by 
Åke J. Holmgren (Information Assurance Department, 
SEMA), Erik Johansson (Industrial Information and 
Control Systems, Royal Institute of Technology) and 
Robert Malmgren (Robert Malmgren AB). The authors 
are responsible for the final content.

stockholm, october 01, 2008

Arvid Kjell

head of the information assurance department

swedish emergency management agency (sema)

Preface
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Purpose

The purpose of this document is to provide support in 
efforts to increase security in process control systems. 
Control systems are normally found in, for example, 
electrical and drinking water supply, the petroleum 
industry and rail traffic. 

Security in process control systems have received 
considerable attention during recent years and there are 
now many international recommendations and prac-
tices.

This document provides fundamental recommenda-
tions for security in process control systems. The docu-
ment also provides tips on obtaining additional infor-
mation. The recommendations we provide are strongly 
affiliated with recognised recommendations, practices 
and standard ways of working. 

The introductory portion of the document is ori-
ented to those of you who work with security matters 
on the management level. This is followed by some-
what more detailed sections that are primarily oriented 
to those of you who work with the practical matters of 
security in process controls systems.

Scope and selection of references

This document addresses electronic security in process 
control systems and does not intend to provide generic 
advice on IT security matters.

We primarily refer to standards, guidelines and rec-
ommendations that can be generally implemented to 
create increased security in process control systems. 
We have given preference to references that we have 
assessed as not being sector-specific. The selection of 
reference documents is also limited to Swedish and 
English documents that as much as possible, are freely 
available via the Internet.

The document consists of three parts:

Part A
Prerequisites and general recommendations

Part B
Detailed guidance concerning recommendations and 
established guidelines

Part C
Reference list with comments

Additional information

The document will be periodically revised and com-
ments regarding the content are welcome.

Contact FIDI-SC and the Swedish Emergency  
Management Agency at the following e-mail address: 
scada@kbm-sema.se



Part A 
Prerequisites  
and general  

recommendations
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Critical societal functions, such as the distribution of 
electricity and drinking water, district heating and 

rail traffic, are dependent on computer-based systems 
for supervision, regulation and monitoring of the cen-
tral physical processes.

There are a number of more or less overlapping des-
ignations for these computer-based supervision and 
control systems. Here we use the designation process 
control systems, but the systems are also referred to as 
SCADA (Supervisory, Control and Data Acquisition), 
digital control systems, industrial information and con-
trol systems, process IT, technical IT systems, distribut-
ed control systems, real-time embedded systems (RTE) 
and so forth. In certain respects, there are technical dif-
ferences, but we do not always emphasise these.

Figure 1 shows the principle structure of a control 
system. The underlying physical process can contain a 
very large number of measuring points that can be dis-
persed over large geographical areas. The process inter-
face, meaning the method of communicating reality, 
is primarily constituted by sensors for monitoring and 
actuators for control (control equipment).

The local system that gathers signals from sensors 
and transmits control signals to the control equipment 
contains increasing numbers of functions and can often 

even seem independent during, for example, interrup-
tions to communications with the central system. The 
local units often have both analogue and digital inputs 
and outputs, and the distinctions between various types 
of units – such as IEDs (Intelligent Electronic Devic-
es), PLCs (Programmable Logic Controllers) and RTUs 
(Remote Terminal Units) – are becoming increasingly 
vague. 

Important functions, for example, those that require 
substantial computational capacity and data from many 
different parts of the process, can be realised in one or 
more central systems. Data can also be stored here, and 
during peak loads, central units determine which sys-
tem functions will be prioritised.

Communications between the various parts of a con-
trol system can be conducted in many different ways, 
via both unbound media (such as wireless networks) 
and bound media (such as fiber optics and telecom net-
works).

To present data and interact with a system, a 
human-machine interface is required. Some of the most 
important application areas for these system compo-
nents are commissioning of the system (defining pro-
cess data and functions), operation of the process (con-

Process control systems

Process

Process interface

Local systems Communications systems

Human-machine interface

Central systems Human

Figure 1: Schematic structure of a digital control system 

[the figure is modified from Cegrell and Sandberg (1994)].
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trolling and monitoring) and maintenance of the con-
trol system (changing and updating the system).

We can summarise the most important functions of 
digital control systems with the following points:

Data collection 2  (data storage, conversion and scaling, 
time stamping, feasibility assessment and so on)

Monitoring 2  (status monitoring, trend monitoring, 
limit value monitoring, performance monitoring, 
event and alarm management, and so on)

Control 2  (direct control, set point control, sequence 
control and so on)

Planning and follow-up  2  (non-real-time-critical 
functionality; planning, logging and history, follow-
up and analysis, and so on)

Maintenance and change  2  (putting in and remov-
ing from service, upgrading, management of devel-
opment environments and so on)

more information
Boyer, S. A. (2004) SCADA: Supervisory control and data 

acquisition. The Instrumentation, systems, and automation 
society (ISA), Research Triangle Park, N.C.

Cegrell, T. & Sandberg, U. (1994) Industriella styrsystem. 
SIFU förlag, Borås.
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Below are a number of observations that all point to 
the need for increased attention to security in pro-

cess control systems. The observations are not listed in 
any order of priority and they overlap one another to a 
certain extent.

Critical societal functions are dependent  
on process control systems

Process control systems constitute a critical compo-
nent of the systems that provide us with electricity, 
heating, drinking water, fuel and transports of persons 
and goods. In contrast to administrative IT systems, 
in which information processing in itself is often the 
final goal, disturbances to communications, comput-
ers systems or applications in process control systems 
can entail direct disturbances in the underlying physical 
processes. This can ultimately lead to interruptions in 
the supply of critical societal utilities.

Integration between process control  
systems and administrative information 
systems is dramatically increasing

Process control systems may previously have satisfied 
high security demands through isolation from the sur-
roundings and good physical security. Today’s demands 
on process orientation from a business perspective are 
leading to increased integration between process con-
trol systems and administrative IT systems, such as sys-
tems for asset management and billing. To achieve high 
flexibility and efficiency, process control systems are 
increasingly being made accessible via the Internet and 
other public networks. This integration is exposing the 
process control systems’ vulnerabilities to the threats 
that exist, for example, on the Internet.

Process control systems are modernised 
slowly and entire systems are seldom 
replaced at the same time

Process control systems are included in system solutions 
with long service lives and can contain technical solu-
tions from several generations of control systems (so-
called legacy systems). Once installed, the intention is 

that a control system will maintain high availability and 
a good level of functionality for many years. In many 
organisations, there is therefore reluctance to change 
system settings, system components and similar items 
in commissioned equipment, in other words, after a 
system has been put into daily operation. This can lead 
to them not eliminating known IT security holes or it 
taking a very long time for this to be done.

Use of standard components are  
changing vendors’ roles and increasing 
demands on users

The vendors of process control systems have tradition-
ally most often functioned as comprehensive vendors, 
meaning that they have both designed and built the 
systems they have provided. These days, increasingly 
standardised technologies and components from the 
traditional IT world (often referred to as COTS, Com-
mercial-Off-The-Shelf ) are used in process control sys-
tems. A few examples of COTS products used are the 
operating systems from Microsoft, IP-based commu-
nications technology and database solutions from Ora-
cle. Due to the switchover to standard components, the 
vendors’ role is shifting from system vendors to system 
integrators. This in turn can lead to them attaining less 
insight and control of important components in the 
integrated systems. Subsequently, increased knowledge 
is needed of security in the digital control systems util-
ised by end-users of the systems.

Cyber-attacks against process control  
systems constitute a credible threat

Electronic security has not been a determining fac-
tor in development of process control systems. Secu-
rity awareness on the part of both vendors of equip-
ment, systems and software, and buyers is often weak. 
This entails that requirement specifications can be defi-
cient and that security systems are not designed to han-
dle security in a suitable manner. There are presently 
sophisticated tools for launching IT attacks freely avail-
able via the Internet. Now that process control systems 
are being connected together into networks to an esca-
lating degree and are increasingly built with standard 

Why is security in process control  
systems important?
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IT components, there is a progressively greater risk for 
being subjected to cyber-attacks.

Process control systems have good  
availability – standard IT security problems 
can lead to operational disturbances

Because process control systems are used to monitor 
and control physical processes in real-time, the systems 
have been developed to maintain very high availability. 
Traditionally, IT security problems such as malicious 
code or computer intrusion in a process control con-
text can entail impact on the control systems’ availabil-
ity and their operational security aspects. For example, 
a virus-inflicted system can have unacceptable response 
times. This in turn can lead to gathered values, alarms 
or commands not being received in the way intended 
by the original designer.

Work with security in process control  
systems leads to cultural conflicts in  
security organisations

To achieve high security in process control systems, it 
is necessary to have both knowledge of traditional IT 
security as well as knowledge of process control sys-
tems and the underlying physical processes. Proactive 
security work therefore requires collaboration between 
persons from different cultures, with different securi-
ty traditions and organisational domiciles. Traditional 
IT security knowledge cannot be directly transferred to 
process control systems. Many newly produced docu-
ments with security tips express themselves in terms, 
or provide recommendations, that can be difficult to 
apply directly to control equipment. To harden a sys-
tem – meaning the removal of unnecessary, unknown 
or unused software, and improving the configuration 
of used software – is a very difficult task in a control 
system used in production. It is often impossible to 
achieve – for both technical and legal reasons – other 
than by the system vendor, after careful evaluation, 
making these changes.

Attention to security in process control 
systems is constantly increasing and this is 
leading to external security requirements

Several international initiatives are now underway to 
develop standards and recommendations for how secu-
rity is to be established in process control systems. The 

field has even received considerable attention from 
many government entities. By conducting proactive 
security work now, users and vendors of process control 
systems can actively influence which security require-
ments will be placed on these systems in the future. It 
can even be a competitive advantage to implement sys-
tematic security work. In certain branches, there are 
already established security requirements. In the US, 
for example, power utilities are expected to comply 
with the NERC CIP standard. 

Security in process control systems is  
profitable, but it requires a good security 
culture and a long-term commitment

Security in process control systems is not primarily a 
technical problem. It chiefly concerns attaining a good 
balance between risks and costs in an organisation. 
Building up a security culture adapted to handle pres-
ent-day IT related threats is a long-term transitional 
process that organisations must conduct with the sup-
port of top management. There are, however, major 
benefits with handling security issues in advance. Just 
as for traditional IT systems, it is much more expensive 
to correct security problems in process control systems 
after the systems have been delivered. The increased 
integration between administrative IT systems and con-
trol systems, however, does not just entail increased 
security problems. Increased integration can also pro-
vide higher efficiency and improved profitability, 
thanks to better-optimised production processes.

more information
Johansson, E., Christiansson, H., Andersson, R., Björkman, 

G. & Vidström, A. (2007) Aspekter på antagonistiska 
hot mot SCADA-system i samhällsviktiga verksamheter. 
(in Swedish). Swedish Emergency Management Agency, 
Stockholm. The report can be downloaded from: 
www.krisberedskapsmyndigheten.se/upload/SCADA_

studie%20_070903.pdf

Shaw, W. T. (2006) Cybersecurity for SCADA systems. Pen-
nWell Corp., Tulsa.
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Despite increasing convergence between administrative 
IT systems and process control systems, there are still 

many significant differences. Some of the most impor-
tant are summarised in Table 1. Compare these with 
the observations we presented in the previous section. 

To create security in process control systems, good 
knowledge of their respective characteristics is required. 
It is, however, very important to keep in mind that 
many well-known IT attacks, conceptual attack meth-
ods and various alternatives for misusing IT systems 
– that are classic or standard in administrative IT envi-
ronments – also work in digital control systems.

more information
NIST (2007) Guide to Industrial Control Systems (ICS) 

Security. SP 800-82, National Institute of Standards and 
Technology (NIST), Gaithersburg. The report can be 
downloaded from: 
http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/drafts/800-82/2nd-

Draft-SP800-82-clean.pdf

Difference between administrative IT systems 
and process control systems

Categories Administrative IT systems Process control systems

Performance  
requirements

Not real-time Real-time

Response must be consistent Response is time-critical

Stringent demands on throughput speed Moderate throughput speed acceptable

Delay and jitter can be acceptable Delay and jitter are serious problems

Availability  
requirements

Response in form of restart is acceptable Response in form of restart can be unaccept-
able due to availability requirements in indus-
trial processes

Availability deviations can often be toler-
ated, depending on the system’s operational 
requirements

Disturbances must be planned and scheduled 
days/weeks in advance

Risk management 
requirements

Data secrecy (confidentiality) and correctness 
(integrity) are most important

Safety is most important, both in regard to peo-
ple and production systems

Fault tolerance is less important – temporary 
shutdown is usually not a serious risk

Fault tolerance is very important; even shorter 
shutdowns are unacceptable

The greatest risk is in disturbances to business 
operations

Greatest risks involve loss of life, process equip-
ment or production capacity

Security architecture Primary focus is on protecting computer-
related assets and information that is stored or 
transmitted

Primary focus is on protecting terminal equip-
ment (such as control equipment and PLCs)

Central servers may require extra security Protection of central servers is still important

Security solutions Security solutions are designed for typical IT 
systems

Security tools must be tested to guarantee that 
they do not jeopardise the control system’s 
normal operations

Table 1: Significant differences between administrative 

IT systems and process control systems [table modified by 

the authors from NIST (2007)]
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Categories Administrative IT systems Process control systems

Time-critical  
interaction

Less critical with interaction during emergen-
cies

Response to human or other interaction during 
emergencies is critical

Access to system resources can be limited and 
controlled to the desired degree

Access to control systems should be strictly reg-
ulated – may not disturb human-machine 
interaction (especially important during emer-
gencies)

System operation and 
change management

The systems are designed to use standard 
operating systems

Specific and specially adapted operating sys-
tems and standard operating systems

Upgrading is simple and is performed in 
accordance with security policies and routines 
– automatic tools are available

Upgrading of software should be conducted in 
steps and often requires participation by system 
vendors, for example, due to modified hard-
ware and software

Resource limitations Sufficient system resources are available for 
supporting addition of third-party applica-
tions (security solutions)

The systems are designed specifically for indus-
trial processes – memory capacity and compu-
tational resources can limit security solutions

Communications Communications protocols of standard types Many proprietary communications protocols 
(commercial), but also standard protocols

Primarily landline networks and local wireless 
networks

Many different types of media for communica-
tions, such as fiber optics, radio links, satellites 
(even private networks)

Communications networks are built on typical 
IT network practices 

Communications networks are complex and 
demand technical knowledge of control systems

Support Many different variants and vendors Usually only a few vendors

Service life Components and systems have short service 
lives (typically 3–5 years)

Components and systems have long service lives 
(typically 15–20 years)

Physical access Components are usually locally installed and 
easy to access

Components can be isolated, geographically 
distant and difficult to access
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To establish smoothly functioning activities for secu-
rity in process control systems, an organisation 

requires a good security culture, meaning function-
ing general risk management and work with systematic 
information security. Figure 2 below illustrates the rela-
tionships between the activities that should be included 
in systematic risk management. 

The recommendations that we provide in this doc-
ument comply with ISO’s information security stan-
dards (27000 series), such as the management model 
for information security presented in ISO/IEC 27001 
(ISO, 2005).

There are very many analysis methods for risk anal-
yses of IT systems. The Swedish Emergency Manage-
ment Agency has issued BITS, for a basic level of infor-
mation security, and an associated tool for informa-
tion security analysis (BITS Plus). BITS and BITS Plus 
make it easier to initiate information security work 
in organisations and subsequently implementing, for 
example, the ISO standards above. Another example is 
the American agency NIST’s report SP 800-30, which 
describes a general model for risk analysis of IT systems 
(NIST, 2002a). Furthermore, NIST’s report SP 800-34 
gives special attention to contingency planning in IT 
systems (NIST, 2002b).

At present, there are no established risk analysis 
methods that the authors are aware of that specifically 
address IT security in process control systems.

more information
IEC (1995) Dependability Management – Part 3: Application 

Guide – Section 9: Risk Analysis of Technological Systems.  
International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), 
Geneva.

ISO (2005) Information technology – Security techniques – 
Information security management systems – Requirements. 
ISO/IEC 27001:2005, International Organization for 
Standardization (ISO), Geneva. 

NIST (2002a) Risk Management Guide for Information Tech-
nology Systems. SP 800-30, National Institute of Standards 
and Technology (NIST), Gaithersburg. The report can be 
downloaded from: 
http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/nistpubs/800-30/

sp800-30.pdf

NIST (2002b) Contingency Planning Guide for Information 
Technology Systems. SP 800-34, National Institute of Stan-
dards and Technology (NIST), Gaithersburg.The report 
can be downloaded from: 
http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/nistpubs/800-34/

sp800-34.pdf

Good security culture  
– a basic requirement

risk assessment

Risk control Risk analysis Risk evaluation

risk management

Figure 2: Risk management [the figure has been  

modified by the authors from IEC (1995)]
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In Part B, we provide more detailed guidance regard-
ing recommendations and established guidelines. 

Here in Part A, we summarise the most important rec-
ommendations.

The selection is based on discussions within FIDI-
SC and experiences from practical projects in which the 
authors have participated. It also has support in interna-
tional recommendations and in well-known practices.

The following recommendations constitute the first 
step in work to increase security in process control sys-
tems. 

Increase awareness throughout the  1. 
organisation of the need for security in  
process control systems.
This is a mission-critical matter and top management 
should therefore become involved at an early stage.

Conduct fundamental training concerning  2. 
security in process control systems.
Operators of control systems need to increase their 
knowledge of traditional IT security. IT person-
nel need more knowledge of process control systems 

and underlying physical processes. Persons who are 
involved in procurement and operational planning 
also require training in these matters.

Keep process control systems separated from 3. 
administrative IT systems as much as possible.
Survey existing process control systems and identify 
external connections to them. Process control sys-
tems should only be integrated with administrative 
IT systems in exceptional cases. Very advanced logic 
separation of the systems is required.

Place security requirements in all procure-4. 
ments of process control systems and in  
service agreements.
There are major benefits to be gained by handling 
security matters in advance. Just as for traditional IT 
systems, it is much more expensive to correct securi-
ty problems in process control systems after the sys-
tems have been delivered.

Summary of recommendations for increased 
security in process control systems
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Part B 
Detailed guidance concerning  

recommendations and  
established guidelines
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In this section, we provide recommendations for 
increasing security in process control systems. The 

selection of recommendations is based on discussions 
within FIDI-SC and experiences from practical projects 
in which the authors have participated. They also have 
support in international reports and in well-known 
practices. The recommendations are not listed in any 
order of priority, and in certain respects, they overlap 
one another.

The activities that we suggest in the following rec-
ommendations are a part of routine work with qual-
ity. To clarify the importance of the activities being a 
part of continual work with improvements we relate 
them to the well-known Deming Cycle (Figure 3), also 
referred to as the PDCA model (plan, do, check, act). 
The PDCA model is applied in several international 
standards, such as the ISO/IEC 27000 series on man-
agement systems for information security. The goal is 
that an organisation’s work with security in process con-
trol systems will in this way be able to attain a natural 
connection to other work with information, security 
and quality.

The plan phase 
concerns establishing policies, goals, pro-
cesses and routines.

The do phase 
concerns implementing and carrying out 
policies, measures, processes and routines.

The check phase 
concerns monitoring and auditing by 
assessing, measuring and reporting.

The act phase 
concerns maintaining and improving – in 
other words, taking corrective measures for 
improvements.

In the following section, we provide tips on where more 
information can be found. The established guidelines and 
standards that we refer to are described in more detail 
in Part C. They are briefly described below as follows:

NERC CIP Cyber security standard  
CIP-002-1 - 009-1

NIST 800-82 Guide to industrial control systems  
(ICS) security

CPNI GPG Good practice guide process control  
and SCADA security

DOE 21 Steps 21 steps to improve cyber security  
of SCADA networks

OLF 104 Information security baseline require-
ments for process control, safety, and  
support ICT systems

PL Cyber security procurement language  
for control systems

Basis for recommendations

ständig förbättring

Planera

Genomföra

Följa upp

Förbättra

ständig förbättring

Planera

Genomföra

Följa upp

Förbättra

continual
improvement

Plan

What?

How?

Do

Check

Act

Figure 3: We use the PDCA model (Deming Cycle) in this 

document, both to emphasise the importance of work 

leading to continual improvements, and to structure the 

recommendations.
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01 Clarify roles and responsibilities for  
 security in process control systems.

02  Establish a process for surveying  
 process control systems and for  

 conducting risk analyses.

03  Establish a process for change mana- 
 gement in process control systems.

04  Establish a process for contingency  
 planning and incident management  

 in process control systems.

05  Include security requirements for  
 process control systems in all plan- 

 ning and procurement from the start.

06  Create a good security culture and  
 heighten awareness of the need for  

 security in process control systems.

07  Create a multilayer defence (defence- 
 in-depth) in process control systems.

08  Implement around-the-clock inter- 
 nal and external intrusion detection  

 and incident monitoring in process  
 control systems.

09  Conduct risk analyses of process 
 control systems.

10  Conduct periodic technical security 
 audits of process control systems and 

 connected networks.

11  Constantly evaluate physical security  
 of process control systems.

12  Ensure that only secure and relevant  
 connections to process control  

 systems exist.

13  Harden and upgrade process control  
 systems in collaboration with system  

 vendors.

14  Follow up incidents in process  
 control systems and monitor external  

 security problems.

15  Collaborate in user groups, standar- 
 disation organs and other networks  

 so as to increase security in process  
 control systems.

Recommendations for increased  
security in process control systems
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In many organisations, process-oriented control is 
common when it comes to administrative informa-

tion systems. In this management model, there are 
often designated system owners, information owners, 
administrative managers, operations managers, system 
administrators or similar positions.

For control systems, this allocation of roles and 
responsibilities is often nonexistent, meaning that both 
areas of responsibility and management models are 
lacking. In the absence of IT technicians and system 
administrators, vendor representatives sometimes con-
stitute the sole source of technical support. Moreover, 
systems may be administered by process engineers who 
have no knowledge of electronic security in control sys-
tems. This leads to an organisation having little or no 
knowledge of the IT technical properties of its process 
control systems. Subsequently, there will be reduced 
control and ability to manage the technology and its 
usage.

The allocation of responsibility for these security 
matters are most easily clarified by creating a security 
policy for process control systems. This policy can be in the 
form of a separate document, either which in such case 
must be related to the organisation’s other policy docu-
ments, or as supplements to the organisation’s informa-
tion security policy.

Role and responsibility allocation for the administra-
tive information systems and control systems should be 
coordinated. There should be clarification of which sys-
tems the organisation’s central IT support administers 
and of which systems are administered locally by pro-

duction. How this is accomplished on a purely practi-
cal level is related to how the organisation chooses to 
implement protection and layers of protective barriers 
in its overall IT environment. Even if a large portion 
of the systems closely related to processes are adminis-
tered locally, the organisation’s central IT support must 
be responsible for overall integration and establishment 
of a uniform approach to security matters.  An impor-
tant reason for a uniform approach to the organisation’s 
information security being required is that it is becom-
ing increasingly common with extensive data exchange 
between control systems and administrative systems. 

If no one is appointed as the system owner, 

system coordinator or system administrator for a 

control system, it is unlikely that routine security 

tasks – such as software updates or blocking of 

accounts of former contractors – will be con-

ducted, or if they are conducted, that they will 

be performed punctually.

If a system is infected by malicious code, for 

example, no one feels responsible or knows 

which authorisation they have in dealing with 

the incident. This can delay efforts to limit the 

damage and result in operations being affected 

more than necessary.

Example of risks and problems

2 NERC CIP (003-1)  2 NIST SP 800-82 (Kap. 4.2, 6.1, 6.2)  2 CPNI GPG (GPG 4, GPG 7)  
2 DOE 21 Steps (No. 12, 16, 20)  2 OLF 104 (No. 1, 3)

Clarify roles and responsibilities for security  
in process control systems

01
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To create security in process control systems, it is 
important that there is an established process for 

surveying and understanding an organisation’s informa-
tion flows and system dependencies, meaning the exist-
ing connections between the various types of systems 
and operations. 

It is crucial that an organisation’s processes, systems 
and information analyses are based on an understand-
ing of the consequences that a faulty or disrupted func-
tion can entail, both for processes and the organisation. 
This is an important prerequisite for creating a relevant 
risk evaluation and a classification of the systems and 
information that are most critical. 

An organisational and system survey should result 
in lists of access and connection possibilities, system 
classifications and operational prioritisation categorisa-
tions. There should be diagrams available of the pro-
cess controls systems with a sufficient degree of detail 
to enable identification of critical components and sys-
tems. Examples of information that should be includ-
ed in system diagrams are information about operating 
systems of computer resources, IP addresses, commu-
nications protocols, technical information about local 
units such as PLCs and so forth. To be able to establish 
an electronic security perimeter, all connections to pro-
cess control systems must be identified. Included here, 
besides intranets, are remote connections to collabora-
tive partners, vendors and to the Internet, for example. 
Note that all wireless connections should be treated as 
remote connection points. Connections to the organi-
sation’s administrative information systems (intranets) 
should be considered as external connections.

The organisation’s critical assets should be identi-
fied by applying a risk-based approach. Based on this 
analysis, critical cyber-based assets are identified. This 
requires that there is a documented process for how risk 
analyses are to be conducted and under which condi-
tions they shall be updated. The choice of risk analysis 
method should be adapted to the purpose of the analy-
sis and the available information. To make it easier to 
update a risk analyses, do not choose an unnecessarily 
advanced risk analysis method. 

If an organisation lacks a standardised process 

for risk analysis and surveys of process control 

systems, it will be more difficult to compare and 

monitor how the organisation’s risks change 

with time.

If an organisation also lacks an adapted risk 

assessment, this can entail that important 

process control systems are unprotected. Unnec-

essarily larger resources will then be put into 

protecting other information resources that are 

not critical to the organisation’s continued exis-

tence. 

Example of risks or problems

2 NERC CIP (002-1)  2 DOE 21 Steps (No.13)  2 OLF 104 (No. 2, 3, 11)

Establish a process for surveying process control  
systems and for conducting risk analyses

02
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Controlled management of changes and versions of 
parameter configurations, settings and data files or 

programs is important for avoiding disruptions, unnec-
essary troubleshooting or serious problems in digital 
control systems. Systems and applications that organi-
sations will use for a longer period in industrial pro-
cesses, for example, entail special requirements for strict 
control of change management. 

Upgrading of software should be conducted in steps 
and often requires the participation of system vendors, 
due to both legal and technical stipulations. In process 
control environments, it is important that all involved 
parties – vendors, system managers and users – have a 
correct and common understanding of the system’s cur-
rent configuration and operational status. Separate test-
ing, development and operating environments are com-
mon for administrative IT systems. Unfortunately, this 
does not apply to process control systems. Additional 
financial resources can therefore be needed to create the 
conditions for good change management in these sys-
tems.

There should be a formal process that specifies how 
authorisation to make changes in process control 
systems is to be granted. No changes should be per-
mitted without formal authorisation. This should 
even apply to temporary changes and changes to 
support equipment. To maintain good security in 
critical systems, in principle, everything that is not 
explicitly permitted should be forbidden.

The formal process for change management should at 
least include a procedure for granting authorisation to 

make changes, a description of how tests before and 
after a change are to be conducted (including a descrip-
tion of the changes that require testing in separate test 
environments), requirements for how documentation 
is to be updated after changes, as well as requirements 
for how personnel are to be informed of changes (for 
example, in cases that require special operator training).

A vendor verifies changes in a test system that 

differs from a customer’s actual system in respect 

to installation. When the changes are later 

implemented in the system used in production, 

unexpected system events occur and the process 

control system becomes unstable.

The vendor has not been notified of local 

changes in a control system. After the next 

program update, functionality is lost, corrections 

to security problems disappear and parameters 

revert to the default factory settings.

Process control systems often have a more static 

software status than information systems, and 

periodic backups are therefore not conducted as 

often. Backups are sometimes only made during 

system commissioning or upon larger changes. 

There is therefore the risk that changes will be 

lost and re-implementation overlooked in con-

junction with any reinstallations from a backup 

copy.

Examples of risks or problems

Establish a process for change management  
in process control systems

03

2 NERC CIP (003-1)  2 DOE 21 Steps (No. 17)  2 OLF 104 (No. 10, 15)
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To ensure an organisation’s continued existence in 
the event of serious disturbances, contingency plan-

ning is necessary that includes clear descriptions of roles 
and responsibilities during emergencies. Examples of 
such disturbances are blackouts, control system failures, 
illnesses to key operative personnel and so forth.

Besides continually following up and updating con-
tingency plans, it is important that personnel have the 
opportunity to take part in preparedness training exer-
cises and that tests are regularly conducted to ensure 
that operations can function satisfactorily in the event 
of an emergency. For process control systems, it is espe-
cially important to ensure that backups are made and 
can be used to restore the systems. A few important 
points that should be included in contingency plan-
ning are:

Routines for handling operations manually (con- 2

ducting processes without computer support)

Routines for restoring data and configuration set- 2

tings, and the restarting process

Contact information for operators, service techni- 2

cians, other personnel, vendors and support

Description of how central components in control  2

systems can be replaced

Description of how and from where, emergency  2

operations are to be conducted if the disturbance is 
serious

All unexpected events that lead to disturbances occur-
ring in process control systems, such as a service 

becoming unavailable or having reduced functionality, 
must be documented for later analysis. One of the dif-
ficulties of incident management is in determining a 
balanced structure for how incidents are to be report-
ed without this being perceived as obstructive to the 
normal work process. Furthermore, it is important to 
motivate the organisation by communicating the pur-
pose of reporting incidents and to inform of the results 
of incident management. Without this communication, 
it can be difficult to maintain motivation for reporting 
incidents and weaknesses.

An organisation is affected by a major dis-

turbance and forced to completely restore a 

mission-critical process control system. Regular 

backups have been made of the system, but 

the backup tapes have not been handled in an 

appropriate manner. They have thus aged to the 

point that restoration is impossible.

The person responsible for the process control 

systems in an organisation passes away while 

on vacation. The chief problem is that no one in 

the organisation can assume his duties. It is later 

discovered that he was also the only one who 

knew the most important passwords for certain 

system change capabilities, and how some of the 

central systems were configured.

Examples of risks or problems

Establish processes for contingency planning and  
incident management in process control systems

04

2 NERC CIP (008-1, 009-1)  2 NIST 800-82 (Kap. 6.2.3)  2 CPNI GPG (GPG 3)   
2 DOE 21 Steps (No. 19)  2 OLF 104 (No. 7, 16)
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It is very important that an organisation’s security 
matters are included in planning as early as possible. 
It is difficult and expensive to achieve an acceptable 

level of security in process control systems after imple-
mentation. Security requirements should be includ-
ed from the very beginning in system specifications 
and need analyses. Because many system solutions are 
fully or partially procured from external parties, special 
attention to security is necessary during procurement.  

Security in process control systems should be 
expressly addressed in procurement documenta-
tion, testing and transfer management, contracts, 
and steering documents for maintenance or service 
undertakings. Procurement can encompass both 
new installations and full or partial modernisation 
of existing solutions. Security requirements should 
therefore be incorporated as an important element in 
all vendor agreements, including service and main-
tenance agreements. A good technical aid in all con-
trol system procurements is the Cyber Security Pro-
curement Language for Control Systems (PL).

In conjunction with modernisation of process control 
systems, special consideration is required to IT securi-
ty matters. This is because the changes will most likely 
affect existing control systems in a way that the original 
designers had not considered. For example, it was often 

assumed in older control systems that access to equip-
ment would only be possible via local physical presence. 
Today, however, physical separation is no longer possi-
ble in many situations. It is instead a matter of creating 
logic separation between various parts of the process 
control systems. 

Requirements gathering should be conducted in the 
form of various surveys, and threat and risk analyses. 
Besides complying with detailed requirements for secu-
rity and protective functions in systems and applica-
tions, vendors should be able to present their methods 
and processes (such as in internal developer handbooks) 
used to guarantee the quality of their work with secu-
rity.

Neglected security requirements during procure-

ment lead to expensive supplemental orders, 

and poorly designed and overly complex security 

solutions after implementation.

Overlooked security requirements during pro-

curement can entail that a process control system 

is unnecessarily vulnerable throughout its entire 

life cycle.

Examples of risks or problems

Include security requirements for process control systems  
in all planning and procurement from the start

05

2 NIST 800-82 (Kap. 6.1.3)  2 CPNI GPG (GPG 6)  2 OLF 104 (No. 8, 9)  2 PL (Alla kapitel)
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It is important to establish an understanding that 
security in process control systems is a mission-critical 

issue. Understanding and influencing attitudes requires 
long-term effort, and top management’s engagement is, 
as always when it comes to security matters, very 
important. This is due both to security in process con-
trol systems requiring increased resources, and to col-
laboration being necessary between parts of the organi-
sation that do not normally collaborate. 

To achieve high security in process control systems, 
it is necessary to have both knowledge of traditional 
IT security and of process control systems, as well as 
the underlying physical processes. Proactive security 
work therefore requires collaboration and trust 
between persons from different cultures, with differ-
ent security traditions and organisational domiciles. 
This demands periodic instruction and training, both 
of IT personnel and of control system operators.

Process control systems are incorporated in system solu-
tions with very long service lives. It is especially impor-
tant to try to imagine how the systems will be used, 
or misused, in the future. Due to ignorance or unclear 
routines, many normal activities can lead to potential 
security problems. 

Organisations should establish administrative secu-
rity programs to create a general approach to IT. This 
provides good security awareness, encourages critical 
thought and creates a positive attitude to work with 
matters that improve security. 

During a low-activity period in a routine opera-

tional situation, an operator is using an opera-

tor’s computer to watch a sporting event via the 

Internet (streaming audio and video broadcasts). 

At the same time, he is chatting with a friend via 

IRC. This leads to the operator’s computer being 

infected by spyware, which subsequently renders 

the computer unusable.

A few service technicians are working with a 

vendor’s field personnel at a facility in the 

production system and unexpectedly need to 

transfer software and data between two dif-

ferent IT environments. Data is normally moved 

between these networks via a special removable 

hard disk. To avoid having to go for the hard 

disk, they run a network cable between the two 

computers in the otherwise separated networks. 

At the end of the working day, they forget to 

remove the network cable and the operator who 

normally uses the computer thinks that the cable 

is to be left in place. The process control system 

is now no longer physically separated, but is 

instead directly connected to the company’s 

intranet. Because the control system has always 

been physically separated, the organisation has 

not found it necessary to install any IT security 

mechanisms.

Examples of risks or problems

Create a good security culture and heighten awareness  
of the need for security in process control systems

06

2 NERC CIP (004-1)  2 DOE 21 Steps (No. 21)  2 OLF 104 (No. 5)
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A fundamental principle for protecting modern IT 
systems is to configure defence-in-depth, meaning 

the use of multiple layers of security and overlapping 
security mechanisms.  The security mechanisms can be 
of the same type, such as multiple firewalls.  They can 
also consist of various types of complementing security 
mechanisms, such as a firewall as network security pro-
tection, combined with strong authentication for access 
to the IT system. 

A strong force in all types of organisations is the 
push to attain increasingly efficient information han-
dling. This entails, among other things, connecting 
together information systems in such a way that dupli-
cation of work is avoided – it should not be neces-
sary to manually enter information in an IT system in 
another system. Older process control systems, or digi-
tal components that are in process environments, have 
often been developed in a time when physical secu-
rity was all that was needed. Electronic security was 
unheard of. Known deficiencies and vulnerabilities that 
were corrected in administrative IT environments sev-
eral years ago, usually remain in process control sys-
tems. Interconnecting various networks can therefore 
expose process control systems to threats for which they 
lack protection, and all external connections to these 
systems entail substantial risks. A basic risk analysis 
should therefore precede integration of control systems 
and administrative IT systems. Interconnection of sys-
tems requires IT security of extremely good quality.

A task that must be conducted sooner or later is the 
creation of an electronic security perimeter around pro-
cess control and operational systems. On a conceptual 
level, it is important to be able to differentiate between 
that which digitally constitutes a system landscape and 
the other systems within an organisation. 

Process control systems should be divided into sev-
eral different zones with security levels that are 
adapted to how critical the various systems are. This 
means that the network architecture should be seg-
mented with overlapping security mechanisms, 
and non-secure services and connections should be 
placed in a so-call demilitarised zone (DMZ).

Data exchange between digital control systems via a 
DMZ to other external systems, such as business sys-
tems, should be conducted in a limited and controlled 
manner. Outgoing communications from control sys-
tems to business systems should be limited in regard 
to services and ports. It can even be appropriate to use 
different communications protocols for communica-
tions between different parts of a network. If a protocol 
is used for communications between the control sys-
tem and a DMZ, another protocol should be used for 
further communications between the DMZ and the 
organisation’s administrative IT systems.

Communications within a control system may also 
require protection. Communications between field equip-
ment, such as PLCs, and local systems are usually based on 
industrial protocols with low or non-existent security.

Because it has been realised that “security by 

obscurity” (security through misrepresentation 

or concealment) is not a viable security solu-

tion, an organisation implements an electronic 

security perimeter that is believed to be strong 

and all-embracing. An employee connects a 

workstation to the Internet via a non-secure 

connection and thus creates a hole in the perim-

eter security. Once into the system, there are no 

security mechanisms (no defence-in-depth) that 

can prevent malicious code, or a hacker, from 

causing extensive damage.

It is important to attain a balance between how 

much work and resources that are expended on 

physical and electronic security. It is easy to opt 

for physical security – such as backups of comput-

ers or a steel door – at the expense of electronic 

security, which is much more abstract. A mental 

error in physical security can lead to both primary 

and secondary systems being affected by digital 

problems, such as a broadcast storm on the 

network, or a physical problem, such as hardware 

failure in a central network component.

Examples of risks or problems

Create a multilayer defence (defence-in-depth)  
in process control systems
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2 NERC CIP (005-1, 007-1)  2 CPNI GPG (GPG Firewall Deployment)  2 DOE 21 Steps (No. 5, 15)  
2 OLF 104 (No. 4, 13)  2 PL (Alla kapitel)
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In contrast to incident follow-up (open source intelli-
gence) and updating of risk analyses, intrusion detec-

tion and security monitoring are intended to analyse 
attack attempts against one’s own organisation. Open 
source intelligence combined with good monitoring of 
own systems and their communications provide a good 
overall understanding of threat assessments, such as 
altered attack trends and current malicious code.

There are two types of intrusion detection systems 
(IDS). There are systems that recognise attack attempts 
via analysis of communications flows (network-based 
intrusion detection systems, NIDS), and there are sys-
tems that monitor events in a computer system or pat-
tern of use in an application (host-based intrusion 
detection system, HIDS). An advanced variant of these 
systems is the so-called intrusion preventing system 
(IPS), which not only detects attack attempts but also 
actively works to deflect them.

Note that installation of IPS in process control sys-
tems can lead to legitimate traffic being blocked 
(so-called false positives) if classification is faulty. A 
security system that unpredictably blocks control 
commands or result codes is unacceptable in process 
control systems.

So-called honey pots can also be used to indicate ongo-
ing attack attempts. A simple solution that can be suit-
able in control systems is to install a computer in the 
network that does not normally receive traffic and 
that triggers an alarm if this occurs (such honey pots 
are sometimes called canaries or honey traps). Even an 
attempt to communicate with this computer can be 
reason to suspect an ongoing attack or that an antago-
nist is attempting to prepare an attack by inventorying 
the network.

It is important that logs and tracing data from intru-
sion detection systems are saved for a sufficiently long 
period so that they are available if further investigation 
is initiated. In many cases, months can pass after the 
initial problem.

An IDS misses attacks and attack attempts 

because it is not designed to understand the 

special communications protocols that are used 

in process control systems.

A network-based IPS reacts incorrectly to com-

munications and blocks legitimate traffic, which 

leads to operational disturbances.

Examples of risks or problems

Implement around-the-clock internal and external intrusion 
detection and incident monitoring in process control systems

08

2 NERC CIP (005-1)  2 DOE 21 Steps (No. 8)
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One of a security organisation’s most important 
activities is to regularly update and evaluate con-

ducted risk analyses. A risk analysis is the most impor-
tant input for making decisions about which measures 
should be taken to avoid operational disturbances, pro-
duction losses, or in the worst case, human injury or 
environmental damage.

The basic point of departure that should apply for 
all risk assessment of IT systems is that “the enemy 
knows the system” (Shannon’s maxim). When it comes 
to process control systems, many unfortunately assume 
the opposite – that no external party knows the details 
of vendor-specific solutions. This is sometimes referred 
to as security by concealment or security by obscurity, 
which seldom succeeds due to the antagonist having a 
very wide range of choices when it comes to, for exam-
ple, method of attack and point of attack. Vendor-spe-
cific communications protocols, encryption solutions 
or operating systems therefore do not in any way con-
stitute security guarantees. The results are more often 
the opposite – that they cannot stand up to open exam-
ination by researchers or technical specialists.

A risk analysis can be conducted for a defined sub-
system or for a more general operation. Organisations 
must update risk analyses in accordance with the meth-
ods that have been previously established and docu-
mented. Which risk analysis method that is used in a 
specific case depends on the purpose of the analysis, 
and which information is available concerning the per-
tinent system, including threats against the system. 
Updating a risk analysis can require an updating of the 
system survey, but the goal is that system diagrams and 

similar documentation are always up to date. Based on 
the operational analysis that the organisation has previ-
ously conducted, one should also have defined which 
systems and which information resources are mission-
critical.

The risk analysis shall be documented in a pre-
defined manner. Such documentation should at least 
cover discovered vulnerabilities and an assessment of 
risks, as well as a description and prioritisation of pos-
sible counter measures. To conduct a risk analysis, the 
following information may be needed: incident and 
interference data (logs and material from open source 
intelligence), results from conducted security audits 
(security tests and administrative assessments) and 
checklists.

Because a risk analysis is not updated more than 

once each year, it does not take consideration to 

the extensive system changes that have recently 

been made in one of the organisation’s produc-

tion systems. This results in the authorisation 

requirements for a currently mission-critical 

control system being too low.  For example, 

administrative personnel can log into the system 

and affect sensitive parts of a facility, and system 

vendors can access and change more than their 

own system via a service account.

Example of problems and risks

NERC CIP (005-1, 007-1) • CPNI GPG (GPG Firewall Deployment) • DOE 21 Steps (No. 5, 15) • OLF 104 (No. 4, 13) • PL (Alla 
kapitel)

Conduct risk analyses of process  
control systems

09
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By conducting practical security audits and techni-
cal checks, a more realistic picture can be created of 

security in systems and installed functions.
There are certain very important differences between 

practical security tests of administrative IT systems and 
the IT equipment that is used in process control sys-
tems. A large portion of the equipment that is used in 
control systems (for example, field equipment such as 
PLCs and RTUs) has poor security characteristics. The 
equipment can often be disrupted or attacked due to 
trivial programming errors. A resulting crash, restart or 
faulty behaviour of a test unit as a response to a sim-
pler security tests is unfortunately not uncommon. In 
certain cases, the only existing installation is the one 
in production, and there is no testing or development 
environment that can be used for practical security 
tests. 

Careful planning should precede a practical security 
test of process control systems, including a run-through 
of how any disturbances resulting from testing are to 
be handled. The organisation’s management should 
approve the test plan. The basic principle is to rely on 
simple basic methods and interviews rather than auto-
mated tools for penetration testing of administrative 
IT systems. Few IT consultants have sufficient knowl-
edge of how process control systems are tested. Many 
production environments are highly specialised, which 
requires an understanding of other technologies than 
those that exist in IP-based networks. For this reason, it 

can also be a good idea to notify system vendors prior 
to a security test.

When it comes to surveying process control systems 
to identify host computers, nodes and networks, tradi-
tional methods such as ping sweep can interfere with 
the systems. An inventory of a control system, howev-
er, is a very important step in the test process. Instead 
of using automated tools, it is often a matter of careful-
ly examining the documentation and even visiting the 
actual site of a process and studying the physical con-
nections and computers. When it comes to inventory-
ing services and vulnerabilities of various services, active 
scanning methods (such as port scanning and vulner-
ability scanning with tools such as Nmap and Nes-
sus) should be avoided in a production system that is 
in operation. Instead, use passive methods and investi-
gate, for example, manually how routers are configured. 
Conduct active tests in a separate test system or in a 
control system that is not in operation.

A test of a PLC is conducted in an operating pro-

duction environment. The test method disrupts 

the operational status of the equipment, which 

subsequently misses important control com-

mands or locks up.

Example of risks or problems

NERC CIP (005-1) • DOE 21 Steps (No. 8)

Conduct periodic technical security audits of process  
control systems and connected networks

10

2 DOE 21 Steps (No. 9, 11)
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Process control systems, especially central facilities, 
have historically had substantial physical security and 

in many sectors, there are established requirements for 
how important facilities are to be physically protected.

Process control systems are often geographically dis-
persed (decentralised), which makes it more difficult to 
establish good physical security at the remote facilities. 
Attacks against control systems can be conducted from 
equipment in the field. Local units such as PLCs and 
RTUs can be very sophisticated. For example, a modern 
RTU includes a web server and an Ethernet port (or 
Bluetooth) and it should therefore have sufficient phys-
ical security.  Cables should be run so that unauthorised 
persons are prevented from physically accessing them 
and connecting into the networks.

Physical access to a system component makes it 
much easier to gain electronic access to process con-
trol systems. Electronic and physical security param-
eters must therefore be checked.

Physical security should be conducted in several ways 
– the principle of defence-in-depth also applies here – 
and it should include, among other things:

Protection of sensitive premises (physical security  2

perimeter, protection against unauthorised entrance, 
burglar alarms, camera surveillance and monitoring, 
fire protection and so forth)

Authorisation control (ensure that only authorised  2

persons have access to sensitive information and 
important operational areas)

Traceability that applies to persons and assets (ensure  2

that both persons and equipment stay in appropri-
ate areas – for example, mobile equipment such as 
laptops for programming of PLCs should not be left 
unsupervised)

Checks of environmental factors (such as ventilation  2

and power supply)

Note that even persons with security clearances should 
be continuously monitored. They should also be subject 
to entry control if they want access to control facilities.  

An employee takes his laptop home. One of his 

children uses it for online gaming and the com-

puter becomes infected by malicious code. Back 

at work, the employee connects the computer 

to the process network and the code executes. 

This results in an antagonist operating within the 

electronic security perimeter.

Example of risks or problems

NERC CIP (005-1, 007-1) • CPNI GPG (GPG Firewall Deployment) • DOE 21 Steps (No. 5, 15) • OLF 104 (No. 4, 13) • PL (Alla 
kapitel)

Constantly evaluate physical security  
of process control systems

11

2 NERC CIP (006-1)  2 NIST 800-82 (Kap. 6.2.2)  2 DOE 21 Steps (No. 10)  2 PL (Kap. 9, 11)
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Process control systems have traditionally been physi-
cally isolated and few or no communications con-

nections to the outside world have been incorporated. 
Efficiency measures and integration needs have resulted 
in more connections between administrative IT systems 
and process control systems. All types of connections 
are to be identified and equipped with security mecha-
nisms that are adapted to each organisation’s security 
requirements and to the operational requirements that 
are placed on the various control systems.

The connections to control systems can consist of 
dial-up, ISDN, landline and wireless network connec-
tions, or Internet-based connections. Examples of net-
work connections are: 

Service inputs for vendor representatives  2

Connection capabilities for on-call personnel who  2

need quick access to process control equipment 

Connection capabilities for remote operation of  2

facilities 

Connection capabilities for remote reading of sen- 2

sors in facilities 

Connection capabilities for access to supplementary  2

functionality or peripheral systems in facilities, such 
as camera surveillance, alarm installations, card and 
access security, fire alarms and so forth

Organisations should regularly conduct practical 
checks that only relevant connections to the process 
control systems exist, and that these are as secure as 
possible. One of the most important security-improv-
ing measures is to eliminate unnecessary connections.

Remote access for vendors or access for on-call person-
nel requires special consideration. To establish accept-
able security, combinations of the various methods 
should be used, such as callback, limitation of con-
nection times, strengthened authentication as well as 
restrictions to communications methods that can be 
used and the computers that can use them.

There is an unknown connection between a 

control system in the process environment and 

an administrative computer system (intranet). A 

computer worm from the Internet infects a com-

puter at the marketing department. It subse-

quently spreads and causes extensive operatio-

nal disturbances in the production environment.

Example of risks or problems

NERC CIP (005-1) • DOE 21 Steps (No. 8)

Ensure that only secure and relevant connections  
to process control systems exist

12

2 CPNI GPG (GPG 2, GPG Firewall Deployment)  2 DOE 21 Steps (No. 1, 2, 3, 7)  2 OLF 104 (No. 10, 12)  2 PL (Kap. 10, 11)
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Hardening of computer solutions, system com-
ponents and applications entails the removal of 

unused, unnecessary or unknown components of soft-
ware and configurations, as well as installation of secu-
rity upgrades (patches). This creates a limited attack 
surface and reduced exposure to risks. Hardening is a 
standard measure when it comes to improving security 
in administrative IT systems. The goal is to always use 
the most secure variant of system configurations and 
settings. It is important that hardening be conducted 
according to the process that is established for change 
management. A system’s attack surface can be reduced 
by, for example:

Changing factory settings, such as replacement of  2

default passwords 

Choosing more secure alternatives and settings in  2

applications, network functions or operating systems 

Turning off unused functions in applications, net- 2

works or operating systems

Blocking login capabilities for users who are to no  2

longer have access to systems, or limiting users’ login 
capabilities and rights

Correcting known security problems by upgrading  2

(patching)

Hardening and manually closing security holes for 
system equipment, applications and operating sys-
tems – which security documents for process con-
trol systems sometimes mention – cannot normally 
be conducted without strong support from vendors. 
Changing equipment or software settings (includ-
ing patching) without collaborating with system and 
application vendors can lead to operational distur-
bances, create instabilities in control systems and 
produce contractual consequences. 

A system vendor has based functions in a process 

control system on non-secure network services 

and system components. Several of the non-

secure functions used in the system cannot 

therefore be deactivated and the system cannot 

be hardened to the desired degree.

If persons without deeper knowledge of a control 

system conduct system hardening, the system 

can become instable. They inadvertently remove 

components that are seldom used by the system, 

but that nonetheless fill a function.

A false sense of security can arise if system hard-

ening is conducted, but it is not as complete as 

those who conducted it believe; vulnerable parts 

of the system are still active.

Examples of risks or problems

NERC CIP (005-1, 007-1) • CPNI GPG (GPG Firewall Deployment) • DOE 21 Steps (No. 5, 15) • OLF 104 (No. 4, 13) • PL (Alla 
kapitel)

Harden and upgrade process control systems  
in collaboration with system vendors

13

2 CPNI GPG (GPG 5)  2 DOE 21 Steps (No. 4, 6)  2 OLF 104 (No. 6, 10, 12, 13)  2 PL (Kap. 2)
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An important prerequisite for all improvement work 
is that organisations report, document and learn 

from past incidents and security experiences – both those 
that occur in their own organisations and in others. 

Documentation of experience and incidents should 
form the basis for risk assessment updates (risk analy-
ses). It should also be able to lead to corrective measures 
and to the distribution of resources being reprioritised.

To discover incidents, it is necessary with continu-
al follow-up and monitoring of an organisation’s secu-
rity routines and their statuses. By monitoring and fol-
lowing these up, an organisation can better deal with 
threats and discover new security deficiencies – both 
from its own organisation those of others. Attention 
should also be given to external incidents and events 
that can affect the organisation. Physical incidents can 
be related to IT incidents. For example, a burglary in 
which a laptop has been stolen can be a part of the 
information gathering that precedes a digital attack.

By keeping the organisation updated in regard to the 
incidents and security problems that have been discov-
ered outside the organisation, it is easier to maintain 
good preparedness against new threats and vulnerabili-
ties in process control systems.

A problem related to knowledge and analysis is that 
there is very little open information about past disrup-

tions in process control systems. At present, there are 
few forums and communications channels where infor-
mation is easily accessible to system and facility owners. 

As an aspect of open source intelligence, each organ-
isation should establish a group that gathers to dis-
cuss incidents and risk problems, and analyse how 
these can affect security in their process control sys-
tems. The group should meet regularly and must 
consist of representatives from both process control 
and IT.

If incidents are not reported, it is difficult to dis-

cover deficiencies in existing security routines, 

such as improperly configured firewalls or faulty 

units.

If minor incidents are not addressed, they can 

lead to damage and critical disturbances in 

process operations.

Examples of risks or problems

NERC CIP (005-1) • DOE 21 Steps (No. 8)

Follow up incidents in process control systems  
and monitor external security problems

14

2 NERC CIP (008-1, 009-1)  2 NIST 800-82 (Kap. 6.2.3)  2 CPNI GPG (GPG 3)   
2 DOE 21 Steps (No. 19)  2 OLF 104 (No. 16)
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Several international initiatives are now underway to 
develop standards and recommendations for creat-

ing security in process control systems. Many govern-
ment entities in Europe, North America and Asia are 
highly prioritising the area. By actively participating in 
this security work, users and vendors of process control 
systems can influence which security requirements will 
be placed on these systems in the future. 

By users of process control systems working through 
various national and international organisations and 
interest groups, higher, clearer and more cohesive secu-
rity demands can be placed on vendors, system integra-
tors and application developers. 

By vendors of process control systems, applications 
or other equipment participating in security work, 
competitive advantages can be created. In certain sec-
tors, there are already established security requirements. 
In the US, for example, power utilities are expected to 
comply with the NERC CIP standard. In the future, 

this will likely be a requirement for the delivery of both 
hardware and software.

Collaborating through user groups, standardisation 
organs and other networks is an economically realistic 
alternative for many small and medium-sized users and 
vendors. 

If participation in standardisation and security 

work is weak – on the part of either vendors 

or users – unbalanced security requirements or 

technically inept requirements are developed.

Example of risks or problems

NERC CIP (005-1, 007-1) • CPNI GPG (GPG Firewall Deployment) • DOE 21 Steps (No. 5, 15) • OLF 104 (No. 4, 13) • PL (Alla 
kapitel)

Collaborate in user groups, standardisation organs and other 
networks so as to increase security in process control systems

15
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The standards in NERC CIP (CIP 002-1 to 009-1) 
are generally formulated and can be used in opera-

tional areas other than electric power (authors’ sum-
mary below).

NERC CIP 002-1 requires that the responsible organisa-
tion identifies critical assets by applying a risk-based 
approach. Based on this analysis, critical cyber-based 
assets are identified.

NERC CIP 003-1 requires that the responsible organisa-
tion establishes some form of administrative security 
program (minimum security management controls) 
to protect critical cyber-based assets.

NERC CIP 004-1 requires that the responsible organisa-
tion ensures that personnel (including extra person-
nel of various types) that are given electronic access, 
or unmonitored physical access, to critical cyber-
based assets have the necessary training and security 
awareness.

NERC CIP 005-1 requires that the responsible organisa-
tion identities and protects so-called electronic secu-
rity perimeters that enclose the critical cyber-based 
assets, and identify and protect all access points in 
these perimeters.

NERC CIP 006-1 requires that the responsible organisa-
tion implements a program for physically protecting 
critical cyber-based assets.

NERC CIP 007-1 requires that the responsible organisa-
tion defines methods, processes and procedures to 
secure the systems they have determined to be criti-
cal cyber-based assets. This also applies to non-crit-
ical cyber-based assets that are within any of the so-
called electronic security perimeters.

NERC CIP 008-1 requires that the responsible organi-
sation ensures that it identifies, classifies, responds 
to and reports security incidents related to critical 
cyber-based assets.

NERC CIP 009-1 requires that the responsible organi-
sation establishes recovery plans for critical cyber-
based assets and that these plans follow established 
practices and techniques for preparedness and con-
tingency planning.

NERC CIP-002-1 to CIP-009-1

Type of document: Standard

Publisher: North American Reliability Council (NERC), U.S.A.

Version: Final version (applicable as of June 1, 2006)

Scope: 53 pages (total)

http://www.nerc.com/~filez/standards/Cyber-Security-Permanent.html
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NIST SP 800-82 is generally formulated and can be 
applied in areas in which process control systems 

are used. The document consists of six main sections:

Sektion 1: The section presents the purpose, scope and 
target group of the recommendations.

Sektion 2: The section provides a general description 
of process control systems and explains the impor-
tance of these systems.

Sektion 3: The section contains a discussion on the 
differences between process control systems and 
administrative IT systems, and provides a descrip-
tion of threats, vulnerabilities and past incidents.

Sektion 4: The section provides a general description 
of security programs for reducing the risks of vulner-
abilities that have been identified in Section 3.

Sektion 5: The section provides recommendations for 
how security can be integrated in traditional net-
work architectures of process control systems. It 
emphasises practices for segmentation of networks.

Sektion 6: The section provides recommendations 
on how the various forms of control (management, 
operational and technical control), which have been 
identified in NIST SP 800-53 (Recommended Secu-
rity Controls for Federal Information Systems) can 
be applied for process control systems.

The document also includes six appendices (A to F) 
that supply references, list abbreviations, provide a 
glossary, describe various activities in the US that are 
intended to increase security in process control systems 
and so forth.

NIST SP 800-82 – Guide to Industrial  
Control Systems (ICS) Security

Type of document: Rekommendation

Publisher: National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST), U.S.A.

Version: Second Public Draft (September 2007)

Scope: 157 pages (including appendices)

http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/drafts/800-82/2nd-Draft-SP800-82-clean.pdf
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The documents are generally formulated and can be 
used in all areas in which process control systems 

are used. The series presently consists of a summarising 
guide and eight specific documents:

Good Practice Guide Process Control and SCADA  2

Security

Good Practice Guide Process Control and SCADA  2

Security. Guide 1. Understand the business risk 

Good Practice Guide Process Control and SCADA  2

Security. Guide 2. Implement secure architecture 

Good Practice Guide Process Control and SCADA  2

Security. Guide 3. Establish response capabilities

Good Practice Guide Process Control and SCADA  2

Security. Guide 4. Improve awareness and skills 

Good Practice Guide Process Control and SCADA  2

Security. Guide 5. Manage third party risk 

Good Practice Guide Process Control and SCADA  2

Security. Guide 6. Engage projects 

Good Practice Guide Process Control and SCADA  2

Security. Guide 7. Establish ongoing governance 

Good Practice Guide on Firewall Deployment for  2

SCADA and Process Control Networks

CPNI Good Practice Guide Process Control  
and SCADA Security

Type of document: Recommendations

Publisher: Centre for the Protection of National Infrastructure (CPNI), U.K.

Version: Final version (different dates)

Scope: 14–42 pages (depending on the document)

http://www.cpni.gov.uk/ProtectingYourAssets/scada.aspx
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This document very briefly discusses the following 
recommendations:

 1. “Identify all connections to SCADA networks.

 2. Disconnect unnecessary connections to the 
SCADA network.

 3. Evaluate and strengthen the security of any remain-
ing connections to the SCADA network.

 4. Harden SCADA networks by removing or dis-
abling unnecessary services.

 5. Do not rely on proprietary protocols to protect 
your system.

 6. Implement the security features provided by device 
and system vendors.

 7. Establish strong controls over any medium that is 
used as a backdoor into the SCADA network.

 8. Implement internal and external intrusion detec-
tion systems and establish 24-hour-a-day incident 
monitoring.

 9. Perform technical audits of SCADA devices and 
networks, and any other connected networks, to 
identify security concerns.

10. Conduct physical security surveys and assess all 
remote sites connected to the SCADA network to 
evaluate their security.

11. Establish SCADA “Red Teams” to identify and 
evaluate possible attack scenarios.

12. Clearly define cyber security roles, responsibilities, 
and authorities for managers, system administra-
tors, and users.

13. Document network architecture and identify sys-
tems that serve critical functions or contain sensi-
tive information that require additional levels of 
protection.

14. Establish a rigorous, ongoing risk management 
process.

15. Establish a network protection strategy based on 
the principle of defence-in-depth.

16. Clearly identify cyber security requirements.

17. Establish effective configuration management pro-
cesses.

18. Conduct routine self-assessments.

19. Establish system backups and disaster recovery 
plans.

20. Senior organisational leadership should establish 
expectations for cyber security performance and 
hold individuals accountable for their performance.

21. Establish policies and conduct training to minimise 
the likelihood that organisational personnel will 
inadvertently disclose sensitive information regard-
ing SCADA system design, operations, or security 
controls.”

21 Steps to Improve Cyber Security  
of SCADA Networks

Type of document: Recommendation

Publisher: Department of Energy (DOE), U.S.A.

Version: Final version (September 2002)

Scope: 10 pages

http://www.oe.netl.doe.gov/docs/prepare/21stepsbooklet.pdf
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The English document discusses the following rec-
ommendations:

 1. “An Information Security Policy for process con-
trol, safety, and support ICT systems environments 
shall be documented.

 2. Risk assessments shall be performed for process 
control, safety, and support ICT systems and net-
works.

 3. Process control, safety, and support ICT systems 
shall have designated system and data owners.

 4. The infrastructure shall be able to provide segregat-
ed networks, and all communication paths shall be 
controlled.

 5. Users of process control, safety, and support ICT 
systems shall be educated in the information secu-
rity requirements and acceptable use of the ICT 
systems.

 6. Process control, safety, and support ICT systems 
shall be used for designated purposes only.

 7. Disaster recovery plans shall be documented and 
tested for critical process control, safety, and sup-
port ICT systems.

 8. Information security requirements for ICT com-
ponents shall be integrated in the engineering, pro-
curement, and commissioning processes.

 9. Critical process control, safety, and support ICT 
systems shall have defined and documented service 
and support levels.

10. Change management and work permit procedures 
shall be followed for all connections to and changes 
in the process control, safety, and support ICT sys-
tems and networks.

11. An updated network topology diagram including 
all system components and interfaces to other sys-
tems shall be available.

12. ICT systems shall be kept updated when connected 
to process control, safety, and support networks.

13. Process control, safety, and support ICT systems 
shall have adequate, updated, and active protection 
against malicious software.

14. All access requests shall be denied unless explicitly 
granted.

15. Required operational and maintenance procedures 
shall be documented and kept current.

16. Procedures for reporting of security events and 
incidents shall be documented and implemented in 
the organisation.”

Information Security Baseline Requirements for 
Process Control, Safety, and Support ICT Systems

Type of document: Recommendation (Guideline no. 104)

Publisher: OLF

Version: Revision no.: 01 Date written: January 4, 2007

Scope: 6 pages (Norwegian version), 32 pages (English version)

http://www.olf.no/hms/retningslinjer/?50182.pdf
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This document is intended for use in setting security 
requirements in the procurement of process control 

systems. For each main area, examples are provided of 
the requirement specifications, including testing mea-
sures. The document is being constantly expanded and 
currently includes the following sections:

Hardening of systems: The section addresses, for 
example, requirements for removal of unnecessary 
programs, configuration of hardware and updating 
of operating systems.

Perimeter security: The section addresses, for exam-
ple, demands on firewalls and network IDSs.

Accounts and passwords: The section addresses, for 
example, demands on guest accounts, passwords and 
authentication, logging and role-based access con-
trol. 

Programming practices: The section addresses 
demands on documentation of vendor-developed 
code.

Fault management: The section addresses, for exam-
ple, demands on messages and documentation from 
the vendor and problem reporting.

Malicious code: The section addresses, for example, 
demands on detection and protection against mali-
cious code.

Network addressing: The section addresses demands 
on addressing in networks and configuration of 
DNS servers.

Local units: The section addresses security in IED, 
PLC, RTU and so forth.

Remote access: The section addresses demands on var-
ious connections to control systems.

Physical security: The section addresses physical secu-
rity demands, for example, concerning availability of 
digital components.

Network partitioning: The section addresses demands 
on network units and architecture.

Cyber Security Procurement Language  
for Control Systems

Type of document: Recommendation

Publisher: Idaho National Laboratory and U.S. Department of Homeland Security

Version: August 2008

Scope: 111 pages (total)

http://www.us-cert.gov/control_systems/pdf/SCADA_Procurement_DHS_Final_to_Issue_08-19-08.pdf
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Extensive international initiatives are underway in 
regard to security in process control systems. A good 

way of staying up to date is to regularly follow what is 
written at some of the established websites. The follow-
ing sites are a good start:

Centre for the Protection of National Infrastructure (CPNI), U.K.
http://www.cpni.gov.uk/ProtectingYourAssets/scada.aspx

Department of Homeland Security, US-CERT, Control Systems Security Program, U.S.A.
http://www.us-cert.gov/control_systems/

Process Control Systems Forum (PCSF), U.S.A.
https://www.pcsforum.org/

SCADA Blog (Digital Bond), U.S.A.
http://www.digitalbond.com/

Information resources (selection)





Swedish Emergency  
Management Agency

P.O. Box 599

SE-101 31 Stockholm

Tel +46 8-593 710 00

Fax +46 8-593 710 01

kbm@kbm-sema.se

www.krisberedskaps
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